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My comment: we should be extremely well focused on fundamental questions, otherwise we risk to diverge

https://www.overleaf.com/5151263852tpfggfmrtvkp



My comment: the outcome of the workshop are common plots/benchmarks in digested proceedings
We should make the effort (and push the speakers) to develop a common language.



How about:
1. Tim Tait
2. Jonathan Feng
(or the other way around?)

First Day, Wednesday 27 May, afternoon (1/2)

Brian gave a very nice talk recently in Venice
I would keep Lesya for the
HNL talk from ATLAS/CMS/LHCb

How about:
1. Raman Sundrum
2. Christophe Grojean
3. Gilad Perez
(propose Jonathan for DM talk?)

How about:
1. Annika Peter
2. Alexey Boyarsky



First Day, Wednesday 27 May, afternoon (2/2)

How about:
1. Sabine Cebrian
2. Rouven Essig

How about:
1. Peter Graham
2. Surjeet Rajendran

Any possible replacement
if Maxim cannot make it?
NB: I would propose to move this talk
the day after….otherwise it is too much.

J. Raffelt for sure!



Second Day, Thursday 28 May, morning (1/2)

These speakers for me are fine,
any comment?

Heavy Neutral Leptons (1/2)

My comment: the order of the portals is random, we can reshuffle them if needed….



Second Day, Thursday 28 May, morning (2/2)

These speakers for me are fine,
any comment?

Heavy Neutral Leptons (2/2)



Coffee break at 4 – 4:30 pm

Vector Portal (1/2) Second Day, Thursday 28 May, afternoon (1/2)

They will be probably cover also ALPs

They will be probably cover also Scalar/ALPs



Coffee break at 4 – 4:30 pm

Vector Portal + other portals (2/2) Second Day, Thursday 28 May, afternoon (2/2)

Another excellent speaker is Luc Darme

End of Session: 6 pm
SOCIAL DINNER



Third Day,  Friday 29 May, morning (1/2)

Anson Hook wrote with Raman Sundrum
a recent paper 1911.12364 about searches of QCD
axions at accelerators.
We can ask him to cover also a bit beam dump?

Any possible replacement for Ben Safdi if he
cannot make it?

Axions/ALPs (1/2)



Third Day,  Friday 29 May, morning (2/2)Axions/ALPs (2/2)

Probably these topics will be already
covered by the speakers in the Vector
portal session. How about delete this talk
and propose Gilad for a talk about:
Relaxion phenomenology at accelerator-based
experiments?



Third Day,  Friday 29 May, afternoonLight Dark Scalars (2/2)

I would propose Simon Knapen for this talk.

Probably these two talks could be also merged


